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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

Travel and business bags are considered as one of the convenient goods as it accommodates
all the necessary items such as clothes, daily use articles, important documents, electronic
gadgets and other essentials while travelling from one place to another. Travel and business
bags are manufactured from various types of materials such as jute, textile, coated fabrics
and leather. Travel and business bags manufacturers, over the years engage upon continuous
research and development in order to develop new products of travel and business bags with
unique design and quality.
Today we see so many bags and backpacks in the market, but there aren’t specific brands for
business women that are solving their problems and making their life easier. The important
moment here is that the characteristics from many types of bags should be precisely
combined which will make women’s life easier.
X will offer this kind of solution and will represent the Lifestyle Brand of bags and
backpacks. X bags will be comfortable, functional and easy to use. They will be ready for
any situation of the day: Comfortable Backpack, Computer bag, and Small clutch.
Transformable bag into different shapes and sizes, which will suit not only the daily life of
a business woman, but also travels, bringing more comfort and satisfaction.
X’s target are a self-made, hard-working, ambitious, independent, brave, talented young
women 25-35 years old. Bringing to attention that this type of women on rise of their career
growth and know how hard it is to earn money herself, she might be able to buy an expensive
bag, but would probably refuse to do it and find an alternative in the market in a middle
range, as she loves shopping online and would go for something between 100-200$.
In order to have more specific overview in the following part will be shown detailed
information about the travel and business bags market, market segmentation and trends and
the competition.
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INDUSTRY AND MARKET OVERVIEW

According to FashionUnited’s statistics, the fashion industry has noticed a growth of $3
trillion in 2017 which represents 2% of the world’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
Another 2018 report from McKinsey states that for fashion players, 2019 will be a year of
awakening. The McKinsey Global Fashion Index forecasts growth of 3.5 to 4.5 percent,
slightly below 2018 figures. Sales is projected to slow slightly for the fashion industry in
many regions and segments. But there are some that will stay optimistic. By geography, the
most optimistic about the coming year are executives in Asia and by the category of products,
most optimistic will be sportswear and handbags and luggage products. The following
graphs are showing these statistics.

Digital innovation, rising globalization, and changes in consumer spending habits have
catapulted the fashion industry into the midst of seismic shifts.
Regarding the ecommerce side of the fashion industry, cumulative data compiled within
Shopify Plus’s “Fashion and Apparel Industry Report”, paints a bright portrait with
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worldwide revenue expected to rise from $481.2 billion in 2018 to $713 billion by 2022, as
shown below:

BAGS AND ACCESSORIES SEGMENT
An important segment of the fashion industry is the bags and accessories segment that is
taking a big part of the whole development and value of the fashion industry.
In Statista’s 2018 report, are shown detailed information about: the growth in revenue for
the bags and accessories segment, annual growth rate (CAGR), information about the
number of users and users per age, the revenue per user (ARPU) and user penetration global
comparison.
Revenue in the bags and
accessories segment amounts
to $91.600 million in 2019
and by 2023 it is expected to
show an annual growth rate
(CAGR 2019-2023) of 9.1%,
resulting in a market volume
of $129.641 million by 2023.
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In the bags and accessories
segment, the number of users is
expected to amount to 1,425.2
million by 2023.

The average revenue per user
(ARPU)

in

the

bags

and

accessories segment amounts to
$85.06 in 2019. And by 2023 it
is expected to rise at $90.96.

In the year 2017 a share of
35.6% of users is 25-34 years
old and on the second place are
users between 35-44 years old
with share of 24.3%.

With a market volume of $45.197 million in 2019,
most revenue is generated in China. On second
place is United States with $14.712 million revenue
generated, following with South Korea, $4.808
million; Japan, $4.231 million and United
Kingdom, $3.365 million.
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Shopify Plus’s “Fashion and Apparel Industry Report” also shows information about the
ecommerce revenue generated by the bags and accessories segment. Not surprising, the bags
and accessories segment, although still growing at a stronger rate, will likewise see its
double-digit growth dip into the single digits by 2022:



2017: 16.4%



2018: 15.6%



2019: 14.2%



2020: 12.4%



2021: 10.5%



2022: 8.7%

As shown above, the bags and accessories segment will notice a rising revenue by 2022. The
ecommerce revenue from the bags and accessories segment in 2019 will be $76 billion which
will reach $103 billion in 2022. The double-digit growth rates from year to year are
promising a strong value of the ecommerce bags and accessories segment. And those
projections actually make bags and accessories the healthiest segment of ecommerce fashion.
HANDBAGS MARKET
The biggest part from the bags and accessories segment is reserved for handbags. The
handbags are the main products from bags and accessories segment.
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The handbags have always been a trending market in the fashion industry. Handbags are
typically meant for ladies who are usually found carrying it with style and usually found to
match it with their attire. There are certain drivers that push the handbags in the market.
According to Transparency’s research, the usage of handbags is predominant with
woman, and a rise in the woman workforce over the years has boosted growth of the
handbags market. Recently, the handbags market has experienced a shift from bigger totes
to smaller along with the increasing preference for off-price channels driven by demand from
brand conscious millennial population. Moreover, the growing affluence in the emerging
economies and awareness of better brands of handbags has had a significant influence in the
market. However, counterfeit products of handbags are always a major restraint acting in the
handbags industry. Additionally, high import duties and declining store presence coupled
with decreasing global GDP growth have been affecting the growth of the handbag market.
The global handbag market can be segmented on the basis of different handbag types and
distributional channel. On the basis of type, the handbags market can be further divided into
satchel, bucket bag, clutch, tote bag, backpack, baguette bag, hobo bag and athletic bags.
Amongst the handbag products, satchel and tote bags are the latest trend in the handbags
industry.
Online distribution channel of handbag are gaining importance due to easy convenience
and presence of large number of brands.
In Modor Intelligence’s report, the global handbags market is projected to grow at the rate
of 4.6% during the forecast period 2018 to 2023. Growing demand of high quality
handbags products which are stylish, crack proof, and better durability which is expected to
increase growth of handbags market. Moreover, continuous improvement in bucket bags,
satchel, and clutch handbags products is influencing growth of handbags market from last
few years.
Growing innovation in handbags design with new features is driving the market growth
of various handbags products including satchel, bucket bag, clutch etc. Growing popularity
of leather products due to its durability, dustproof, fireproof, and crack-proof properties is
influencing the sales of leather handbags across the globe. Handbags made with the help
of leather is expected to hold significant market share due to rising consumer preference for
high quality and durable handbags products. Gaining popularity of exclusive retail stores
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among female and strong distribution network of major handbags manufacturers is
supporting the market growth especially in developed economies.
For instance, according to the Travel Goods Association, in 2016, American women bought
almost two handbags, on average, in the United States over the age of 14. Moreover,
changing fashion trends influencing consumers to prefer handbags which have attractive in
design. This is also encouraging leading market players to introduce trendy and innovative
designs for handbags products. Additionally, growing demand for trendy premium hand
bags, is boosting growth of handbags market. However, decreasing raw material supply,
growing popularity of replica products by unorganized market is restraining growth of
handbags market at some extent.
The demand for handbags is growing in the US with the rising demand for affordable
luxury handbags along with the presence of top brands in the country. The arrival of
numerous handbags brands and their easy availability through offline and online retail stores
augmented the demand for handbags among consumers in the US. In developed economies,
the replacement cycle of luxury handbags is high compared to the developing countries
which is driving the market growth in North America and Europe region.
Availability of affordable high quality handbags and demand for durable shoulder bags and
purses are supporting the market growth in the Asia-Pacific region. In Asia-Pacific region,
China holds largest amount of each category which is derived from leather and fabric raw
material. Key players in Asia-Pacific region are focusing on Bangladesh's leather market,
seeking to draw investors and to increase the market share in leather handbags market. The
diagram below shows these percent:
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LUGGAGE INDUSTRY
Luggage is a very important industry throughout the world. Baggage or luggage consists of
bags, cases, and containers which hold a traveler's articles while the traveler or passenger is
traveling. Luggage has changed a lot over time. Historically, the most common types of
luggage were chests or trunks made of wood or other heavy materials. Since the Second
World War and with advances in and accessibility to air travel, smaller and more lightweight
suitcases and bags, that can be carried by an individual, have become the main form of
luggage. Today's consumer may have a range of bags and cases containing clothing,
toiletries, small possessions and trip necessities.
Another Modor Intelligence report indicates that global luggage market is projected to
grow at the rate of 7.7% during the forecast period 2018 to 2023. Growing demand of
high quality luggage products which are dustproof, fireproof, crack proof, and durability
which is expected to increase growth of luggage market. Moreover, growing demand for
travel bags, premium luggage, and other luggage products is influencing growth of luggage
market from last few years. Growing government support for leather luggage industry is
further driving the market growth.
Key competitors are introducing different types of luggage bags due to increasing
preference for different types of luggage products among customers. The market is
witnessing new luggage products, for example: trolley bags, duffle bags, tote bags,
collapsible spinners, and others which is driving the market growth across the globe.
Growing innovation in travel luggage design with new features is driving the market
growth of various luggage products including travel luggage, casual luggage, sport luggage
etc. For instance, Micro Samsonite is combination of hand luggage, kickboard and trolley,
which provides convenience of the travel.
Increasing demand of casual bags such as backpacks, female and male shoulder bags
and wheeled duffel bags is influencing the market growth across the globe. Growing
demand of business bags owning to convenience for carrying documents and laptops is
expected to play key role to drive the market growth. Offline retail stores are playing key
role to boost the sales of luggage products owning to strong distribution network of major
luggage manufacturers. This also encourages leading market players to introduce trendy and
innovative designs for luggage products. Additionally, growing demand for trendy premium
casual bags, office bags, and other luggage is boosting growth of luggage market.
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According to Statista’s report, the global luggage market was valued at approximately $19.4
billion in 2017. There are also statistics that show the luggage market value worldwide from
2017 until 2022. By 2022 the value of the luggage market is expected to reach $23.1 billion.
The graph below shows this movement.

Geographically regarded, China and the US are still expected to lead global sales of bags
and luggage in 2019, according to Euromonitor International’s article. However, markets
such as South Korea, India and Taiwan will further their influence on global sales and serve
as ideal candidates for market entry or expansion.

South Korea will overtake the entire Eastern European region and edge closer to Japan’s
number three position by 2019. India is likely to be among the top ten bags and luggage
markets in 2019, as it overtakes Italy and Germany on the way.
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On the other side, females are still the primary target consumer as well as the driver of
absolute sales for bags and luggage. Traditionally, backpack and handbag manufacturers in
particular have concentrated their marketing efforts towards teens (aged 13-17) and young
adults (aged 18-29). This is especially evident in the strategies of fast-growing brands such
as Michael Kors and Kate Spade.

However, with unemployment rates higher than usual and young adults staying with parents
longer than before, marketing campaigns need to serve the middle-youth and mid-lifers to a
greater extent. In addition, later-lifers is the fastest growing age group in the world, and is
likely to have increased disposable income as growth is being driven by developed
economies.
In an excerpt from The Business Journals’ report, the overall luggage market is divided
into three primary sub segments:


casual bags,



travel bags,



business bags

Casual bags include different types of backpacks, female and male shoulder bags and
wheeled duffel bags. The travel bag segment comprises of travel products, such as suitcases
and carry-ons. And, business bags include convenience for carrying a laptop and documents,
and these bags often come in the form of rolling mobile office, briefcase or computer bags.
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Several factors such as improving travel activities, rise in urban population and increasing
disposable income will drive growth of the luggage market in the coming years. Further,
rising internet penetration and technological innovation will act as a catalyst for the market
growth. However, risk of counterfeiting and negative currency impact could prove to be
major roadblocks in the smooth market surge.
BUSINESS BAGS MARKET
According to Transparency’s report, travel and business bags are considered as one of the
convenient goods as it accommodates all the necessary items such as clothes, daily use
articles, important documents, electronic gadgets and other essentials while travelling from
one place to another. The Business bag at its own is used to carry documents and electronics
product such as tablets and laptops. Demand of business bag is potentially increasing
globally owing to increasing number of business traveler and improving standard of living.
Recent innovation in business bag are anti-theft, convertible, expandable and portable safe
bags.
Travel and business bags manufacturers, over the years engage upon continuous research
and development in order to develop new products of travel and business bags with unique
design and quality. Superior compartment of travel and business bags accommodates
laptops, important documents, pens, travel documents and other small electronic gadgets.
The global travel and business bags are mainly driven by rise in industrialization, rise in
economic standards of the people over the years and increased consciousness towards
tourism and fashion among the population across the globe. Rise in income among the
consumers coupled with inclination towards proper life style and entertainment
enhancements are resulting to the shift in consumer preference towards different brands of
travel and business bags. However rise in the number of counterfeit products coupled with
rising unorganized sectors over the years are restraining the global travel and business bags
market.
Due to the presence of large number of travel and business bag manufacturers, the global
travel and business bag market is competitive in nature.
Backpack Market Segment
Backpack Travel Bag is a cloth sack carried on one's back and secured with two straps that
go over the shoulders, but there can be variations to this basic design that is used in travel.
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According to Reports Monitor’s research, during the past few years, the global consumption
of Backpack Travel Bag increases by 304.700 thousands units in 2017 from 220.150
thousands units in 2012, with an average growth rate of more than 6.99%. The whole
market value is about $20.7 billion in 2017.
Regionally, North America is the biggest consumption area of Backpack Travel Bag in the
world and China is the most potential market with the fastest growing rate of 7.53%.
For next few years, the global Backpack Travel Bag revenue would will tend to be smooth
and global consumption of Backpack Travel Bag will be 429.560 thousands units in 2022.
With the development of technology and decline of consumption cost, the price of Backpack
Travel Bag will keep declining, and the profit margin will decline too.
The global Backpack Travel Bag market was $23.4 billion in 2018 and is expected to reach
$28.3 billion by the end of 2025, growing at a CAGR of 2.4% between 2019 and 2025.
On the other side, backpacks are available in some more sophisticated designs, as smart
backpacks. These smart backpacks are designed to carry as many thing as possible in an
ergonomic way. They are suitable for many electrical gadgets, mobile phone, laptop, tablet
etc. Mainly, these smart backpacks are oriented to business occasions and are safer. But,
defining them by capacity they can be used for many other occasions.
According to Business Wire’s article, based on a Technavio research, global smart backpack
market is expected to reach $3.569 billion by 2021 during the forecast period, 2017-2021.
The global market for smart backpack derives its growth largely from the tourism industry.
A few factors that have helped the market to grow significantly are changing demographics,
evolving lifestyle, increasing awareness of new products, growth in outdoor vacation trips,
and rise in income levels. Improved distribution and marketing initiatives through digital
channels and a rise in the interest and participation in outdoor activities are playing crucial
roles in increasing the demand for smart backpacks.
Smart backpack can be categorized into the following three segments by capacity. They are:


15-35-liter



36-60-liter



Above 60-liter

The global 15-35-liter smart backpack market is expected to reach $1.633 billion by 2021,
with a CAGR of almost 5% during the forecast period. Smart backpacks with a capacity of
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15-35-liters are also called day packs. They are small in size and have a frameless structure
accompanied by shoulder straps. They are less expensive than backpacks having higher
capacity.
The global 36-60-liter smart backpack market is expected to grow at a CAGR of more than
5% during the forecast period. These are medium sized backpacks and are more expensive
compared to the lower-capacity backpacks. Both internal and external frames that are made
of lightweight metals like aluminum are added in these backpacks. These backpacks are
mostly suitable for three to five-day-long trips. Beginners and amateur buyers are more
attracted towards these backpacks.
Smart backpacks that have a capacity of more than 60 liters are also called expedition
backpacks. Professional and regular travelers mainly use these backpacks, therefore, a
sizable portion of the sales is derived from such travelers. These backpacks are suitable for
long-duration trips that require a large amount of equipment and accessories to be carried
and are equipped with either an internal frame or an external frame for better load
management. These above 60-liter backpacks are designed for activities like climbing,
trekking, and mountaineering as they have a sturdy frame and are highly durable.
The diagram below shows the market share of each type of smart backpack by capacity.

The biggest part of the market in 2016 are taking the 15-35 - liter smart backpacks, or
45.96%. On second place are the 36-60 - liter smart backpacks, or 36.42% and the smaller
part of the market are taking the above 60 - liter smart backpacks with 17.62%.
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Laptop Backpacks
The growing demand for shoulder/sling laptop bags is supported by the increasing demand
for fashionable and trendy bags. As these bags can be used in all the everyday applications
such as gym, outdoor excursions, and many other applications, the young demographic and
youth professionals are the primary end-users for this segment. The growing fitness industry
and the growing student population also aid the growth of the laptop bag market.
According to Forbes’ article, based on Technavio research, the laptop carry case market is
forecasted to grow at 3.91% CAGR from 2017 to 2021, which is suitable for $2 billion
annual revenue by 2021.
The laptop carry case market can be segmented by end-user:


Casual user



Business user

The rising fashion consciousness and increasing demand for trendy laptop bags will
contribute to the growth of the causal user segment in the laptop carry cases market. Further,
growing consumer base with higher disposable income, and rising number of students using
laptops will encourage the vendors to launch new designs and collections to cater to the
fashion-conscious consumers.
TRENDS IN THE BAGS M ARKET
In this part will be presented some significant trends in the luggage bags, business bags,
backpacks and handbags market. Here are summed some of the trends that are currently
present in this market:
 More and more people feel it's important to make sustainable purchases.
Sustainability is also becoming more and more important in the world of bags. Buy
a bag made from a sustainable type of material if you want a bag without damaging
the environment. There are even bags that are made from apples! Of course you don't
have to through life wearing an apple bag if you want to take the environment into
account but it is sensible and trendy to buy a bag made from sustainable leather.
In this case the increasing popularity of vegan leather handbags among consumers
owning to affordable price and growing preference for veganism are likely to change
the market dynamics in the upcoming years. The market will be increasingly
influenced by the growth of veganism, and many manufacturers already have vegan
15

designs in their product ranges. "Vegan is a new phrase that has now become a
catchword for entrepreneurs to start new businesses," said Ilse Metchek, president of
the California Fashion Assn. "It's so acceptable even in fashion magazines."
The growing demand for leather handbags in particular will strongly drive market
growth. The worldwide increase of veganism will change market dynamics in the
coming years, as vegan alternatives become more and more popular. In recent years,
many innovative manufacturers have researched and developed new vegan
alternatives to animal leather, and consumers can now choose from a wide range of
styles and models.
Dezeen’s article also confirms this significant trend. The rapid growth of the vegan
food movement is starting to drive demand for vegan furniture, fashion and
homeware. Designers working to make cruelty-free products mainstream say an
industry-wide shift is being led by consumers. Many believe that, as alternatives to
animal products like leather and wool become more readily available, vegan design
will go mainstream. Designers producing vegan products claim the movement is
lagging a few years behind the food scene, which has seen an explosion around the
world. Consumers need to get used to vegan products being used for the parts of
products that they can actually see and feel, before a shift to a fully vegan end-to-end
industry becomes possible;
 Growing demand of high quality luggage products which are dustproof, fireproof,
crack proof, and durability is expected to increase the growth of the luggage market;
 The need for multipurpose bags that can be used on different occasions is increasing.
Many designers are focused on creating bags that are thoughtfully designed to
accommodate the lifestyles of modern women who work, travel, exercise, spend time
with their children, and have rich social lives. Business women are demanding bags
that will have all compartments they need for their daily needs, like a water bottle
sleeve, pockets for their phone and charger, a spot for business cards, a protective
laptop sleeve etc.;
 Continuous preferences of the business people for simple design, good quality and
elegant bags in the following period. Designers are oriented in designing bags that
are pleasing to the eye, with clean lines, a neutral color palette, and elegant gold
details. Quality is becoming more and more important in the fashion world. A bag
not only has to look beautiful, it also has to be made from high-quality materials. A
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bag made from high-quality materials does not only last longer than a bag made from
low-quality materials, but it also looks more luxurious and stylish.
A similar latest bag trend of 2018-2019, has everything to do with the materials of
bags too. Most trendy bags are made from leather, but do have a metal detail. This
may be a metal clasp but also a metal chain to carry the bag over the shoulder. By
combining leather with metal the bag will look a little bit cooler. This way a bag with
a natural look net is given a bit more 'edge';
 Raise in versatility of luggage bags. The ability to pack clothes, shoes, toiletries, and
electronics in the same bag is important, and new options with multiple
compartments, padded laptop sections, and convertible spaces are just what the
business people need;
 Increased need for a carry-on backpack that lets you travel without removing your
laptop. These products are smart backpacks with their own dedicated laptop
compartment;
 Next seasons trends that will consist of hybrid bags that morph from one carrying
style to the next;
 The modern trends are also inclined towards neutral color combinations, but other
variants are also possible. Tones like white, gray, deep gray, brown with chocolate
undertones, pastel tones, olive shades, and pleasant grass or sand shades are all
included in the possible variations one can opt for.
Other trend related to colors it that many people like to wear bags in natural colors,
especially in winter. Colors such as brown, beige (sand) and grey. Pastel colors are
really hot right now as well. If someone doesn't want to wear only brown, beige and
grey bags they can buy a bag in a light pastel shade. This bag stands out just a bit
more than the bags in natural colors but it's still subtle.
 Increased preference and need for comfort and ease of wear, regarding backpacks;
 Lightweight – business women prefer more lightweight bags and this trend will
continue in the future period.
ONLINE FASHION STORES OVERVIEW BY REGION
Online distribution channel are experiencing a steady growth rate in travel and business bags
market due to rising penetration of smart phones with improved internet facilities over the
years and easy convenience among the population.
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According to Statista’s “E-commerce: Fashion” report, the fashion segment is a relatively
mature market segment in the e-Commerce cosmos. Before the possibility of online
shopping, clothes in particular were not only purchased in stores but also through mail order
catalogues. The segment covers all men and women’s clothing, accessories (e.g. hats, scarves
and gloves), shoes and shoe accessories (e.g. care products) as well as different kinds of bags
(daypacks and purses) and luggage purchased online.
The broader product range (colors, sizes, styles) offered in online shops, free shipping,
improved delivery services (e.g. same day delivery) and hassle free return processes are all
factors that support the ongoing trend towards online shopping in the fashion segment. Some
online shops selling fashion products offer services that customers can’t find in ordinary
brick and mortar businesses.
The consumer can get inspired through different means such as personalization and
recommendations (based on personal taste or previous purchases). Also social influencers
play a big role in the fashion segment. Fashion blogs or social media platforms like Instagram
reach a huge audience. Using these, influencers can directly advertise certain brands and
products or indirectly through paid subtle product placement. An example of services that
go beyond the standard online shopping is curated shopping: individual outfits are put
together by personal style advisers. One example in this niche market is Outfittery who
specialize in men’s clothing or Trunk Club for men and women.
The size of the global fashion e-Commerce market is about $332.1 billion in 2016 and
accounts for 28% of the total e-Commerce market. Three worldwide regions have an
accumulated online fashion revenue of $275.8 billion in 2016 and cover more than 83% of
the global e-Commerce fashion market. These regions are: China, Europe, and USA.
It is expected that e-Commerce in the global fashion segment will grow at an average annual
growth rate of 13.8% by 2021 to reach a total market size of $633.5 billion.
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ONLINE FASHION STORES OVERVIEW IN CHINA
The Chinese market has grown to a total volume of
$125.8 billion and is by far the largest online
fashion market. The willingness of Chinese
consumers to shop outside of their country (87% of
shoppers) and the strong focus on luxury fashion for
certain wealthy consumer groups, have a significant
impact on the market.
Regarding the growth rate, China is the fastest growing region with 17.8% CAGR to 2021.
China’s online fashion sales is expected to reach three times the size of the US market by
2021. This development is supported by an ongoing Chinese internet penetration growth
(new potential customers) and increasing purchasing power especially in the urban areas of
the country. The penetration of 51.3% in 2016 – compared to the US and Europe – is
relatively low.
Some of the other characteristics of the Chinese online fashion market are:


Average revenue per user is the smallest in China, compared to US and Europe, with
$216.9 per user in the clothing segment;



Revenue is expected to reach a market volume of $285.3 billion in 2021;



Chinese cross-border online shoppers should be considered by foreign vendors (e.g.
tailored offers) and the social content-driven commerce is highly driven through
platforms like WeChat.

ONLINE FASHION STORES OVERVIEW IN EUROPE
The European fashion market is the second biggest
in this comparison with a volume of $86.8 billion
in 2016. The large internet population, relatively
high online shopper penetration, combined with
comparably high purchasing power makes it a very
attractive market for online merchants.
Big online players for fashion in Europe are Zalando, Vente Privee, Asos, the Otto Group
and H&M.
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In Europe internet penetration is already very high, which means growth is mainly driven by
the continuous shift by the existing customer base from offline to online purchases. New
emerging technologies will shape the customer experience and the efficiency of e-Commerce
in different ways.
Some of the other characteristics of the European online fashion market are:


Diverse market sizes, though the third and fifth largest fashion markets are located
in Europe (UK and Germany);



As in China and the US, fashion revenues are dominated by the clothing segment,
generating more than 60% of the total;



Europe has still a relatively high growth rate with a CAGR of 10.1%;



Revenue is expected to increase to $140.5 billion in 2021;



Online clothing shoppers will reach 239 million by 2021, a 40% increase compared
to 2016;



Region is a strategic target for online retailers who want to grow their global
footprint;



Curated shopping players and inspirational platforms with high social media activity
are on the rise.

ONLINE FASHION STORES OVERVIEW IN UNITED STATES
The US market is valued at $63.3 billion in 2016. The
European market accounts for 26.1% of the global
market, while the US has a share of 19.0%. Relevant
players in the US market are online shops of retailers
Gap and Nordstrom as well as the pure player
Amazon. The market size includes gross merchandise
volume, meaning returns have not been deducted.
Particularly in the fashion segment high return rates are a cost factor but for the most part
are still inevitable.
As in Europe, the internet penetration is already very high in USA too, which means growth
is mainly driven by the continuous shift by the existing customer base from offline to online
purchases.
Some of the other characteristics of the USA online fashion market are:
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Within the fashion market, clothes generate the majority of revenue, about 70% in
2016;



The USA are a pioneer in online fashion sales, it still has a high single-digit CAGR
of 8.8%;



User growth ranges between 4-6%, depending on the specific segment;



A significant part of market growth will be generated through increasing baskets and
higher order frequencies;



Major online shops (Amazon, eBay), test ground for new products and services;



Expansion of same day delivery availability will increase impulse buying.

Market Key Performance Indicator Comparison by region
The following pictures are showing the comparison of online fashion market between these
regions, regarding the key performance indicator (KPI).

The total fashion market is segmented in: clothing, shoes and bags and accessories. The bags
and accessories segment takes the smallest part of this market, but according to revenue,
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growth rate and number of users from 2016-2021, it is noticing a significant growth in every
region.
In USA, the bags and accessories segment will reach $13.154 million in revenues by 2021.
In China, the bags and accessories segment will reach $42.073 million in revenues by 2021.
And in Europe, the bags and accessories segment will reach $21.969 million in revenues by
2021. While the revenue per user in the bags and accessories segment in every region will
notice a growth from $96 to $119.5 by 2021.
The bags and accessories segment in China and Europe will notice the highest CAGR of
19% and 11.3% by 2021, respectively.
The same movement of the bags and accessories segment will be noticed in China and
Europe, regarding the number of users. Users in bags and accessories segment will notice a
growth of 10.8% and 7.1% CAGR by 2021, respectively.

TARGET MARKET

As mentioned before, X’s target are a self-made, hard-working, ambitious, independent,
brave, talented young women 25-35 years old. In this group can take part many women as,
self-employed women, women entrepreneurs, business women, women leaders and
managers, PhDs etc.
In Femalentrepreneurs Worldwide’s article are displayed 10 eye-opening statistics which
paint a picture of the current state of the entrepreneurial landscape for women:
 Globally, 163 million women have started a business since 2014;
 In total, there are 111 million women worldwide who have been running established
businesses worldwide;
 Women are 5% more likely to produce innovative ventures, compared with men;
 The most innovative place is North America, where 38% of female entrepreneurs are
reported to provide innovative products and services;
 In 2014, the United States ranked No. 1 in the world in regards to favorable
conditions for women entrepreneurs. In Asia, both Australia and Taiwan ranked in
the top 10;
 According to the same Index, Hong Kong ranked 35th globally and China 47th when
it comes to the most favorable conditions for women entrepreneurs;
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 Fewer than 1 in 10 unicorns, startups valued at more than $1 billion, were founded
by women;
 In the United Kingdom, Women-led businesses are 86% less likely to be venturecapital funded than men-led businesses;
 They were also 56% less likely to secure angel investment. Even so, women-led
businesses in the UK brought in 20% more revenue with 50% less money invested;
 Over the past 20 years in the US, 4 in 10 new entrepreneurs have been women.

According to NatWest’s 2015 report: “The Female Entrepreneur Economy”, the USA and
Canada have a significantly high proportion of new female entrepreneurs. The UK is
generally regarded as an enterprise friendly economy. However, while the UK is a good
performer in relation to other European countries, it is lagging behind USA and Canada.

During 2015 a fraction (4.7%) of the UK’s female working population set up, or were in the
process of setting up, their own business. This compares to 13.5% of women in Canada and
9.2% of women in the USA.
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If the UK were to have emulated the growth of its commonwealth neighbour Canada, which
proportionally has the highest number of new female entrepreneurs, the UK economy would
have enjoyed an additional $1.78 billion in 2015.
The number of female entrepreneurs around the world is now significantly higher than in
previous years, as said in Statista’s report, based on Global Startup Ecosystem Ranking 2015.

However, men continue to found the bulk of global startups. The most common cities to find
female entrepreneurs are all in North America. Chicago comes first with women accounting
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for 30 percent of new startups. Boston follows close behind with 29 percent. Silicon Valley,
Los Angeles and Montreal round off the top five. In the second half of the top ten cities can
be found Paris, Tel Aviv and Singapore, Toronto and Kuala Lumpur as cities from the rest
of the world.
The same statistic can be found in Worldatlas’s article too. The global average for female
entrepreneurs is at 18%. This percentage means that for every 100 businesses, only 18 are
owned by women. This low percentage is, in large part, due to the fact that networking
opportunities, recognition, and funding are generally more difficult for women to obtain,
which makes it more difficult for them to start their own business.
At the top is Chicago, which has a 30% rate of women-owned start-ups. This number makes
Chicago the most likely place in the world for a woman to start a business. One of the reasons
for such a high percentage of women in entrepreneurship here may be due to the resources
available in this city. A number of nonprofit organizations are dedicated to mentoring women
in business, holding networking conventions, and helping women secure business loans.
Following this city is Boston, Massachusetts, where 29% of all businesses are owned by
women. In fact, the municipal government here runs a program called Women Entrepreneurs
Boston (WE-BOS). This program works to bring women from all entrepreneurial
backgrounds together so that they may network and share information, skills, and technical
assistance. Research shows that entrepreneurs are more likely to be successful if they have
a support system in place. The government of Boston has recognized that need.
Silicon Valley in California takes 3rd place in terms of having the highest percentage of
female entrepreneurs. In this city, 24% of all business are owned by women. Despite this
significant percentage, women in Silicon Valley continue to be underrepresented in the
technology industry, which makes up the vast majority of economic activity here. Only 7%
of women-led entrepreneurships here receive venture capital funding, an important
component for starting a new business. The fact that only 53% of the biggest technology
companies in this area have a woman on the executive board (the national average is 84%)
and that men earn 61% more than women in the same field (the national average is 48%)
might explain why so many women in Silicon Valley are driven to start their own business.
On the other side, there are the cities which have the best business climate and conditions
for women to start growing their own business.
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Using Dell‘s Women Entrepreneur Cities Index, eCard Shack’s article has displayed the best
cities for female entrepreneurs to start and scale a high-growth business.
The index evaluated 50 global cities on their capacity to foster the growth of women-led
businesses based on the access they offer to capital, technology, talent, culture and
markets. Within these categories, the index explored a range of indicators which highlighted
their availability to female business owners. Below are summed the top 10 cities for each of
the five pillars.

The UK’s capital city was found to rank in third for its markets and the capital it offers, and
came in an impressive second for its technology, a result which saw it tie with Austin, Texas.
While the usual suspects dominate the top three spots – New York City, the Bay Area, and
London, there are some surprising entrants in the top ten, including Boston and Stockholm
(at no. 4 and 5 respectively) and Singapore (no. 8), the only city outside of North America
and Europe to make it.
As it turns out, some cities are better than others at unlocking the potential of women
entrepreneurs. But even top-rated New York received only 62.9 points out of 100.
Therefore, there is plenty of room for improvement. Men still own 1.5 times as many
businesses, have 3.5 times as many employees, and generate 4.5 times more revenue.
By supporting programs that help women learn about the world of entrepreneurship, connect
them with successful female entrepreneurs, and helping them find access to high-quality
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credit sources, women can build strong businesses, solidify their position in the global
economy and local business world.
WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS IN USA
Information displayed so far has shown that the biggest percentage of women entrepreneurs
and also the best business climate for starting new businesses is in USA. For that reason in
this part will be displayed more detailed information about women entrepreneurs in USA.
Business Women’s article has summed some significant facts and statistics about women
entrepreneurs in USA:
 California has 1.3 million women-owned firms, the highest in the country;
 Texas has more than 860,000 women-owned firms, the second highest in the country;
 Washington, DC has the highest percentage of women-owned businesses relative to
men-owned and equally-owned at 45%;
 Louisiana has the highest percentage growth of women-owned businesses at 46.9%;
 In terms of growth in combined economic clout (which averages together growth in
number, revenue, and employment), North Dakota is the top state for women-owned
firms;
 More than 1.6 million women-owned firms are in the health care and social assistance
industry;
 More than 1 million women-owned businesses are in the retail industry;
 In the United States, women launch more than 1,200 new businesses every single
day;
 Between 2007 and 2012, the number of female-owned businesses increased by
26.8%;
 As of 2017, only 30% of U.S. businesses are owned by women and they only attract
5% of the nation's equity capital;
 There are more than 1.5 million Black women-owned businesses in the United States,
an increase of 66.9% from 2007;
 There are more than 750,000 Asian women-owned businesses in the United States.
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According to NAWBO’s article, More than 11.6 million firms are owned by women, which
are employing nearly 9 million people, and generating $1.7 trillion in sales as of 2017.

Women-owned firms (51% or more) account for 39% of all privately held firms and
contribute 8% of employment and 4.2% of revenues. Another number of 5.4 million firms
are majority-owned by women of color in the USA. These firms employ 2.1 million people
and generate $361 billion in revenues annually.
One in five firms with revenue of $1 million or more is woman-owned. And 4.2% of all
women-owned firms have revenues of 1 million or more.
Guidant Financial’s research shows that women more quickly become dissatisfied with
climbing the corporate ladder or just can’t ignore the drive to pursue their passions. As a
result of that, female business owners began their entrepreneurial journeys earlier in life than
their male counterparts. According to this research, 51% of female business owners were
under the age of 50, compared to 44% of men. However, the largest group of female
respondents were in their fifties, so it seems women are becoming business owners at almost
every life stage. Below are showed detailed percent of each age range when women start
with own business activities in USA.
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According to Pew Research Center’s statistics, majorities of Americans see men and women
as equally capable when it comes to some of the key qualities and behaviors that are essential
for top leaders in politics and business.
The share of female CEOs of
Fortune

500

companies

reached an all-time high of
6.4% in 2017, with 32 women
heading major firms. But the
share fell to 4.8% in 2018
after

several

high-profile

women left their posts. As recently as 1995, there were no female CEOs on the Fortune 500
list.
The share of women sitting on
the boards of Fortune 500
companies

has

more

than

doubled, from 9.6% in 1995 to
22.2% in 2017.
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In

2016,

30.1%

of

university presidents were
women, triple the share in
1986.

WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS IN EUROPE
According to IED’s article, in Europe, women constitute 52% of the total European
population but only 34.4% of the European Union self-employed and 30% of start-up
entrepreneurs. The countries with the highest rates of female participation in employment
are Finland, Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands. Women’s employment rates are
increasing from year to year. However, despite the increase, women’s employment rates
remain low, the difference in employment rates between men and women account for an
average of 20%. The highest differences are presented in Italy Spain and Greece.
In Prowess’s article and Praxis’s article are displayed some significant facts about the women
entrepreneurs in Europe:
 Self-employed women are the majority of the newly self-employed. The increase in
the number of women in the UK becoming self-employed is unprecedented.
Historically, women have made up just over a quarter of the self-employed, but since
the 2008 downturn 58% of the newly self-employed have been female;
 There are now almost 1.5 million women self-employed in UK which represents an
increase of around 300,000 since before the economic downturn;
 Out of all Estonian entrepreneurs, women made up 28%, with most of them (72%)
being solo entrepreneurs. They constituted about 5% of the women in the active labor
force in Estonia, which was significantly lower than the EU-28 average (10%);
 Information from the past few years show that around 25% of the entrepreneurs in
Sweden are women and 32% of the new businesses are started by women.
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House of Commons Library’s statistic report shows that in 2017, 19% of SME employers
in UK were led by women. This is one percentage point lower than in 2016 and two
percentage points lower than in 2015. The proportion of SMEs with no employees that were
owned or led by women was higher – 21% in 2017. In 2016 and 2015, this figure was 22%.
Examining only SMEs with employees, women-led SMEs are underrepresented in the
information and communication sector (11% of businesses led by women), and the
manufacturing sector (12% of SMEs were women led). In the education sector women-led
businesses made up 50% of the total. In the health services sector, women made up 52% of
the total.
According to NatWest’s 2015 report: “The Female Entrepreneur Economy”, female
entrepreneurs contributed $4.63 billion to the UK economy in 2015 alone. This
contribution represents nearly a tenth (7.3%) of the UK economy’s increase in growth over
the same period of time. The launch of over 100,000 new businesses by women in 2015
alone resulted in a sizeable boost to the UK economy.
There has been a notable increase in the number of businesses started by women. Between
2002 and 2006 women were, on average, starting around 60,000 businesses per annum in
the UK. Encouragingly, the number of women-led businesses have increased every year
between 2006 and 2013 and has reached more than 150,000 businesses.

This research identified certain areas in the UK that are more likely to house female
entrepreneurs. Unsurprisingly London is the most popular location, with 33,200 new
companies launched by women in the capital during 2015. London was followed by
Manchester (5,200) and Birmingham (5,100).
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London also has the biggest economic contribution in the UK economy with £790 million
($1.04 billion), followed by Manchester with £124 million ($163.4 million) and
Birmingham with £120 million ($158 million).

While the detailed number of new businesses started by women is shown below. Here are
detailed numbers of new businesses by city in UK. London is in the first place, followed by
Manchester and Birmingham. The city with the smallest number of new businesses is Cardiff
with only 800 new started businesses.

Paris is also in the top ten cities with the biggest number of female entrepreneurs. According
to Mum Abroad’s article, Paris is one of the most exciting cities in the world for women in
business. Many are proclaiming France, and Paris in particular, to be the new tech capital,
with a thriving community of entrepreneurs and female founders. The capital is now the
leading city for women-led start-ups in Europe. Just over 1 in 5 Parisian women (or 21%)
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are considered to be entrepreneurs, many of whom are disrupting traditionally maledominated sectors, including the tech industry.
WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS IN ASIA
Singapore is the city with the biggest number of female entrepreneurs in Asia. Singapore’s
startup scene is flourishing. Venture funding has grown, from US$80.6 million in 2010 to
an impressive US$1.2 billion in 2015, according to SmePortal’s article.
Singapore is amongst the best countries for women entrepreneurs. It is the best place in Asia
for women-owned businesses. According to Singapore Business Review’s article, Singapore
remains to be one of the ideal places for women entrepreneurs to set up shop, as revealed in
the Mastercard Index of Women Entrepreneurs which ranked the city-state in the top five
best countries.
The index ranked Singapore as fifth, behind New Zealand, Canada, United States and
Sweden. This was driven by Singapore's access to knowledge assets and finances, which
gauges women’s progress and the degree of marginalization they face commercially as
financial customers and tertiary education enrollment. Singapore also topped the category
with the highest rated conditions for women business ownership and entrepreneurship.
However, even with a strong showing in support infrastructure for entrepreneurship,
Singapore demonstrates a comparatively low percentage of women business owners in the
segment.
The prevalent success of women entrepreneurs in Singapore has been greatly fueled by the
accessibility to financial, governing and educational infrastructure. With the support of the
public and private sector, women entrepreneurs can overcome prevailing social and
economic challenges to live out their personal, professional and financial dreams.
Here are some additional statistics for female entrepreneurs in Singapore and the other
regions in Asia:
 Bangladesh (31.6%), Vietnam (31.4%) and China (30.9%) made the list of the top
ten markets for proportion of women business owners as a percentage of total
business owners. In these economies, women capitalize on business opportunities
that do not rely on knowledge or innovation assets alone;
 There are other markets such as the Philippines (68.4, 8th), Peru (64.3, 23rd),
Malaysia (63.9, 25th) and China (61.3, 31st) where supporting conditions for
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entrepreneurs are not as conducive, yet the local entrepreneurship landscape is highly
energized and vibrant with very healthy perception of business opportunities and
high regard for the status of successful entrepreneurs. Women entrepreneurs here are
often driven by strong desires to succeed;
 The low scores of markets such as India (41.7, 49th) and Saudi Arabia (37.2, 52nd)
are indicative of the fact that cultural biases against women severely undermine their
ability to rise to positions of leadership and take advantage of entrepreneurial
opportunities;
 Women’s representation in business leadership is inspiring: Out of every 100
business leaders, nearly half (41.8) are women, bringing them nearly at par with men
and ahead of high-income markets such as Australia (37.0%), Singapore (34.8%),
United States (39.3%), Canada (35.7%), and Italy (27.2%).
ONLINE SHOPPING HABITS OF WOMEN
In earlier times, when online shopping was limited to computers, electronic goods, music
etc., it was a male-dominated world. As the product category expanded, women took the lead
to shop online. According to J2 Store’s article, a majority of women prefer to shop online
with a desktop while men prefer mobile. Men limit their search to particular products they
have in mind at the time of purchase, while women find other products apart from their
intended shopping interest, as well. Both sexes consider price as a factor to decide, but men
tend to compromise easily with quality over price while women are particular about price
and close a purchase with the best available offer.
When advertising is considered, social media, paper advertising, word of mouth etc.,
emails with offers work better for women. It's a good marketing strategy to send emails
with product details and discount coupons, to women. Women tend to shop online, in a
relaxed mood at home, after finishing all their business and also household activities. When
they get an email with a nice offer, they are attracted towards it and will possibly close the
deal. Females possess the higher probability to recommend the brand or product they like to
their friends and families through social media like twitter, Facebook, Pinterest, etc.
Millennial women (age 15-35) are often said that are fickle - they're less brand loyal than
previous generations, and more impulse driven, willing to make decisions on the spot, driven
by the need for instant gratification. But that not necessarily should be in every case.
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Social Media Today’s article, based on Thinkover research, has displayed some interesting
insights about online shopping habits of millennial women:
 94% of women between ages 15-35, spend over an hour per day shopping online;
 79% do the majority of online shopping from mobile devices;
 The majority of women use an app or web ‘bookmarks’ to keep track of items, and
compare them for price, style, color, etc. before purchase;
 91% wish they could compare items as they would in a dressing room. The opinions
of friends and family are important;
 89% of women say that they will watch an item for a sale before purchasing;
 62% of women are “wait-until-later” online shoppers. Most wait 1 week between
seeing an item and purchasing;
 55% of women say they continuously check a retailer’s website for sales;
 58% monitor their inboxes for sale alerts;
 60% of women frequently forget about items that interested them;
 75% of women are upset when an item they wanted to buy went on sale and they
weren’t aware;
 84% are unable to relocate an item on a retailer’s website at a later date.
Ecommerce Platforms’ article about “Online Shopping Habits of Men & Women” has
displayed the online shopping habits of men and women. Both men and women tend to do
most of the shopping from their laptops, while women much more likely to buy something
if it is on sale. Female shoppers are more likely to plan out their shopping strategies and
make their purchases based on future needs. In the following picture are summed the most
common online shopping habits of women, regarding the research from this article.
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COMPETITION

The purpose of this section is to provide a clear overview of who is X competing against.
One of the best ways to cover the competition is to measure the competition against each
other and compare those regarding factors like product, price, materials etc.
We have made a research for companies that can be competitors of X and according to our
research, the competitors can be divided into two categories: direct and indirect
competitors.
In the first category, direct competitors, are competitors that have the same business model
like X, or here are listed competitors that manufacture and sell business bags, backpacks,
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handbags and travel business bags for women. These competitors are online stores and
retailers that sell their products worldwide.
In the second category, indirect competitors, are competitors that manufacture and sell
business bags, backpacks, handbags and travel business bags for women and men. But, they
are not specified just in selling bags. They also sell other products and accessories, like:
clothes, sunglasses, belts, jewelry, shoes etc.
In the following part will be shown the direct competitors of X with detailed information
about their company, products, price of the products, social media presence etc.
Name

Web
HQ
https://www.se
Senreve
San Francisco, California, USA
nreve.com/
A luxury handbag company for the multifaceted modern woman. Dreamed up in San Francisco, designed in New York City, and
made in Italy. The bags are made from 100% genuine Italian leather with a pebbled finish. With Senreve, women are now free to
go about their day with ease, empowered to better live their busy, modern lifestyles. From phone and wallet to laptop and
lipstick.
Products Information
Price range
Shipping & Return Policy
https://www.senreve.com/pages/
$115 - $895
shipping-returns
Types of products
Characteristics
Materials
Social media
Reviews
presence
• Maestra Bag
• 100% made in Italy
• Genuine
• Facebook:
4.5 star raitings
• Midi Maestra
• Metal feet to protect the base
Italian
17.428 followers
• Mini Maestra
• Adjustable snaps on the
leather that • Instagram:
• "If you're wondering if you
• Doctor Bag
backpack / tote straps for
is scratch75.600 followers should invest in a Senreve
• Voya Tote
maximum comfort
and water• Twitter: 4.327 product, I'm here to tell you the
• Crossbody
• Hidden zipper closure for extra
resistant
followers
answer is yes!"
• Aria Belt Bag
security
• Made
• Pinterest: 616 • "I can honestly say that this
• Coda Belt Bag
• Central compartment for large
from
followers
brand has my business for life and
• Bracelet Pouch
items (fits 15" laptop, iPads)
supple,
• LinkedIn: 234
I encourage anyone looking for the
• Envelope Clutch
• 2-8 interior (laptop)
stainfollowers
last bag they need to buy to buy
• Card Wallet
compartments
resistant
Senreve."
• Caddy
• Small exterior back
micro• "The bag is gorgeous - I get
compartment
suede
compliments every time I wear it
• Key ring holder
out, whether on the subway or in
• Two-way full zipper closure for
meetings - and I'm now confident
extra security
that the company is committed to
• External back slip pockets fit
my satisfaction as a customer."
notebook, papers, and pens
• "Very, very disappointing
• Different dimensions and
experience with this bag. I have
available in many colors
owned a Maestra in Noir for one
week and the strap is already
broken. Keep in mind, this is only
bearing the weight of a Macbook
Pro 13 inch, a wallet, a phone, and
a book."
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Name
Lux&Nyx

Web
https://luxandnyx.com/

HQ
St. Louis, Missouri, USA

Lux & Nyx, the Greek representation of “Day and Night”. The Lux & Nyx mission is to equip women with one bag that
does it all, making bag-related stress a thing of the past. There’s no need for countless bags for your endless daily
tasks anymore. Lux&Nyx bags are luxurious, functional and eco-friendly.
Products Information
Price range
Shipping & Return Policy
https://luxandnyx.com/pages/f
$165 - $445
aq
Types of products Characteristics
Materials
Social media presence
Reviews
• The Bella Bag
• Companion
• Freedom
• Facebook: 582
5 star rating
• The Zoe Bag
bags
Fiber
followers
• The Claire Bag
• Attention to
• Gold plated
• Instagram: 12.500
• "I love versatility in my
• Joan 1412 Cross detail with over hardware
followers
handbags and the Amelia is
Body
eighteen
• The materials • Twitter: 228 followers basically 3 bags in one. I use
• Joan 1412 Cross compartments
are: water
• LinkedIn: 139
the complete set when running
Body Wallet
to fit all the
resistant, easy
followers
errands and attending events
• Jane 1775
deepest bag
to maintain and
when I need a little extra
Round Cross Body desires
durable, ecoroom."
• Jane 1775
• Roomy interior considerate,
• "My new Zoe backpack is the
Modern Cross
• Beautiful front cruelty-free
best travel bag I've ever had!
Body
design with
product
I've been a Flight Attendant for
• Elizabeth 1533
modern lines
24 years & I've tried many
Tote
• Curved saddle
different brands! Thank you for
• Elizabeth 1533
shape and soft
my Zoe bag! It's the best
Top Handle
to the touch
Backpack Ever!!!!"
• Amelia
• Available in
• "I love the Elizabeth bag! I
Functional Cross
different colors
can fit my life inside AND keep
Body
it organized. I've received
• Fun Convertible
several compliments already
Clutch
and I only got my hands on it
last week!"
• "The pockets and
compartments in Claire bag are
never ending - and I use them
all! From shoes to makeup to a
place for your sweaty gym
clothes, this bag is so
functional."
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Name

Web
HQ
https://www.maria
Maria Maleta
Porto, Portugal
maleta.com/
Maria Maleta is a Portuguese brand of design leather goods, only in genuine leather and evidences the quality of
raw materials with the production in Portugal. Its main goal is to use raw materials that can ensure the quality and
durability of the products.
Products Information
Price range
Shipping & Return Policy
https://www.mariamaleta.com/pages/sta
$41 - $355
ndard-delivery-times
Types of
Characterist Materials
Social media
Reviews
products
ics
presence
• Backpack
• Leather
• Real
Facebook: 11.847
5 star raitings
• Belt Bag
bags
leather
followers
• Clutch Bag
• Adjustable • Textured
Instargeam:
• "Outstanding quality"
• Crossbody
• Tow sides leather
17.5kFollowers
• "Amazing customer service! Beautiful
Bags
• Inner
• Waterproof Pinterest: 189
bags"
• Fringe Shoes
pockets
material
followers
• "I never thought that a bag could make
• No gender
• Same bag (textile
Twitter: 16 followers my girlfriend so happy! Probably the best
Bags
but with a
polyurethane Youtube: Yes
gift after diamonds! Congratulations for
• Shoulder Bag different
)
LinkedIn: 27
the design and quality of the products!"
• Small Leather mix of color • Synthetic
followers
• "Maria Briefcase - quality and
Goods
shearling
impeccable service! Anxious to walk my."
• Travel Bag

The information displayed above is about the top three competitors of X. We completed 10
competitors with detailed information about type of products, materials, price, markets
served, social media presence etc. These information are available at: Competitors-X
spreadsheet.
In the category of indirect competitors can be listed the following companies:


Samsonite



Coach



Leatherology



Cuyana



Everlane



Madewell



Longchamp



Matt & Nat



Haerfest
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